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TrustWorks Specifications – Page 1

TrustWorks: General Specifications

VisionWorks, CorpWorks, and TrustWorks are built off the same “chassis.”
This document reviews only the differences between TrustWorks and VisionWorks and CorpWorks.
For more detail, please see the VisionWorks Specifications PDF file.

Adding Plan Parties
On the About page, you add the parties to the plan.
You may add as many parties as wish. They can be testamentary or inter vivos trusts. Also, you select the trust
type such as spousal, common-law partner, and so on.
Based on your selections, TrustWorks applies certain
rules such as who can be a beneficiary.
On the Settlors tab, you enter the settlor or settlors. You
can import parties from VisionWorks. Depending on the
class and type of trust, TrustWorks applies certain rules
such as who can be a settlor.
On the Beneficiaries tab, you enter the beneficiaries.
You can import parties from VisionWorks and CorpWorks.
On the General tab, you enter a creation date, year end,
and province of residence. Depending on trust rules,
TrustWorks enters the first deemed disposition date and
a division date.

General Assumptions
On the Settings page, you enter your assumptions.
such as for inflation and the CDN/US exchange rate.
They are specific to the file. You can create unlimited
“What if?” scenarios within a plan (see page 3) and change
your assumptions to test the viability of the plan.
TrustWorks provides long-term rates of return for the
major securities sub-classes and the standard 53 mutual
fund categories. You can edit the returns, based on your
expectations for the future. To save time, you can import
return assumptions from VisionWorks and CorpWorks.
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The Trust’s “Business”
On the Property page, you create property, liability,
income, and expense entries.
To create entries, for each trust in the plan you will need
a copy of the previous year’s T3 tax return.
Because VisionWorks, CorpWorks, and TrustWorks are
built off the same “chassis” and for learning purposes,
TrustWorks uses a visual interface that is very similar to
VisionWorks. As with it, you do not attach details at this
time. All entries are treated correctly for income tax
purposes.

Tax: province of residence, which you can change in
the future (TrustWorks does a pro-forma T3 tax return,
by province, each year of the plan); net income
deductions such as carrying charges and ABILs;
taxable income deductions such as non-capital losses,
capital losses, farm losses and fishing losses carried
forward, personal property losses carried forward,
and limited partnership losses carried forward, and;
federal tax credits such as donations carried forward,
AMT carryover, federal foreign tax credits, and ITCs.

Income: operating divisions (business, farm, fishing,
and oil & gas/mineral), plus rent/lease, commercial
insurance, CCA deductions for and the cost of
replacing equipment such as computers and vehicles,
CEC deductions for and additions to eligible capital
property such as client lists, buildings, leasehold
improvements, franchises, and resource income
(farms only); other taxable income such as royalty
and partnership income, and; a general entry for any
other non-taxable income.

Property: unlimited non-registered portfolios, plus
related loans, lines of credit, and management and
custodial fees; unlimited rental properties with standard expenses such as property taxes, plus optional
expenses such as decorating, furnishings, repairs,
other expenses, renovations, additions, landscaping,
and improvements; life insurance with a CSV, including other term, level benefit and benefit plus UL, and
whole life policies; personal property such as art, as
a collection or specific items; unlimited residences
with standard expenses such as property taxes, plus
optional expenses such as decorating, furnishings,
repairs, other expenses, housekeeper, handyman,
gardener, other help, as well as unlimited renovation,
addition, landscaping, and improvement expenses;
shares and debt of private companies, and partnership and JV interests, and; other property, including
bank accounts, term annuities, investment mortgages,
term and mortgage loans to beneficiaries, stock
options, tax shelters (limited partnerships and flowthrough shares), raw and ecological land, interests
in other trusts, vehicles, and real estate investment
trusts (REITs).

Expenses: fees such as for trustees, accountants,
and lawyers; charitable donations; political contributions; awards such as scholarships; life insurance
(no CSV) such as term and term to 100 policies;
personal expenses such as living, rent, and leased
vehicle expenses; testamentary expenses such as
funeral expenses and debt payments, and; a general
entry for any other deductible and non-deductible
expenses.

For detailed specifications,
see Appendix B –- Property and
Appendix C – Insurance Policies
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Financial Output
In the second step of the planning process, you
examine output with clients on the Solutions page.
To help them understand their core financial issues,
TrustWorks displays overview graphs for Net Worth, Net
Cash Flow, including a pro-forma T3 tax return each
year of the plan, and Allocations.
The Allocation tab displays the total value of income and
capital allocations each year of the plan and the amounts
that each beneficiary will receive. A change to the allocations on the Allocations tab appears in the table.
TrustWorks displays output in a graphical format
because most clients can understand a picture better
than a table of numbers.
To drill into lower levels of detail, double-click an entry.
You can view a category or entry over time. You can
view output in actual (inflated) or today’s dollar terms.
To see the T3 tax return, select the Net Cash tab and
double-click on the graph. Double-click on Cash Uses
and Income Taxes in the pie graph (in black) twice to
open the tax return. You can select any future year.
TrustWorks pro-rates net cash flow in the first fiscal year
of the plan. You enter portfolio data from the most recent
portfolio statement, not the previous year end.
You can switch to spreadsheet output at anytime.
As advisors, we often prefer spreadsheets. You can
view output in actual (inflated) or today’s dollar terms.
You can expand the spreadsheet to full-screen mode for
easier viewing.
To view output for a different trust in the same plan,
switch to it by selecting the desired party’s tab on the
right.

You can model unlimited “What if?” scenarios in the
same file. In a scenario (or Solution, as they’re called in
TrustWorks), clients can explore the long-term effect of
options and you can demonstrate the impact of financialplanning tactics.
When you make a change, all output is automatically
re-calculated.
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Tactics and Distributions
TrustWorks has automated financial-planning tactics.
To apply a tactic, on the Tactics tab choose a sub-tab and
apply the desired features on it.
The features on the sub-tabs are described in detail
below. They include: Class, Tax Deductions, Insurance,
Liabilities, and Withdrawals.
On the Distributions tab, enter personal distributions and
income and capital distributions.

Class: You can change the class and type of trust.
Open the Trust Class list and select the class of trust,
Testamentary or Inter Vivos. Open the Trust Type
list and select the desired type of testamentary or
inter vivos trust. An error message may appear that
explains certain rules. If so, you must make adjustments on the Beneficiaries tab and then complete
the Class sub-tab. Or, you can create a new trust.
Tax Deductions: Donations may be claimed as
desired, to the maximum allowable in a specific year.
TrustWorks calculates the maximum amount allowable
each year of the plan. The non-capital, capital, farm,
restricted farm, fishing, personal property, and limited
partnership loss amounts in the table are calculated
for you. The expiry years for losses are tracked by
TrustWorks.
Insurance: The Insurance sub-tab lists life insurance
policies with a CSV. You can model bank loans (IRPs),
policy loans, and redeem a policy’s CSV. Loans and
redemptions above the ACB are added to the T3.
For a loan, a percentage of the premium is deductible
as a carrying charge.
Liabilities: On the Liabilities sub-tab, you can model
the prepayment of selected liabilities with excess
cash flow.
Personal Distributions: In the Expenses list, you
select the personal expenses that are paid on behalf
of beneficiaries by the trust. You enter the percent
interest to be allocated to a beneficiary. TrustWorks
reduces the cash distribution to the beneficiary. The
reduction is in proportion to the types of income
earned by the trust. The expenses are taxable to a
beneficiary and are accounted for on the T1, when
output is imported into a VisionWorks file.

Distributions: You can control the distribution of
income and capital to beneficiaries. TrustWorks tracks
the value of the CDA, ordinary, and eligible dividend
“pools,” other income such as business income, and
capital gains. To begin, you enter the allocations to
be distributed each year. The options include: Edit in
Table, Index, Pay All, and Pay %. Next, you enter
how the allocations will be distributed: cash, promissory note, or some combination of the two. For each
year of the plan, TrustWorks displays the cash on
hand. Also, you can control the frequency option:
Annual, Quarterly, or Monthly. The frequency affects
cash flow only in the first year. Finally, you decide
which income and capital beneficiaries will receive
the distributions. The options include: Edit in Table,
Pay All, and Pay %. For example, you could make
distributions to a child only for those years that the
child is in university.

For the distributions to show as a cash
source in VisionWorks, you must link the
TrustWorks file to a VisionWorks file. For
income tax purposes, the distributions
retain their nature.
You can import dividends in TrustWorks
into VisionWorks, as well as other income,
capital gains, and capital distributions.

Appendix A – General Entries
Details for general entries that are specific to TrustWorks are described in Appendix A.
Also see the VisionWorks Specifications PDF file, Appendix A.

Linking TrustWorks to VisionWorks
When you have created a TrustWorks file, you can
link assets in a VisionWorks file to the trust.
In VisionWorks, on the Details page, Data tab, you click
the TrustWorks Exchange button to import the trust into
VisionWorks. On the Will tab, you can make the beneficiary of an asset a testamentary trust. Or, you can use the
transfer option on an Ownership panel to transfer an
asset to an inter vivos trust. Assets transfer at their ACB.
When you have completed a TrustWorks file, you
can link output from it to a VisionWorks file.
In VisionWorks, on the Details page, Data tab, you click
the TrustWorks Exchange button. You can import income,
capital gains, and capital distributions in TrustWorks into
VisionWorks. When imported, dividends retain their nature.
On the division date of a trust, assets are transferred to
disposition beneficiaries and are taxed appropriately.

Linking CorpWorks to TrustWorks
When you have completed a CorpWorks file, you can
link output from it to a TrustWorks file.
In TrustWorks, on the Details page, Data tab, you click
the CorpWorks Exchange button. Dividends are imported
and retain their nature. The value of shares in CorpWorks
are imported and are displayed on the Net Worth graph.

Appendix B – Property
Details for property that are specific to TrustWorks are described in Appendix B.
Also see the VisionWorks Specifications PDF file, Appenix B.

Private Company Shares
TrustWorks models the effect of owning private
company shares and debt.
Entries include: Ownership, Buy/Sell/Donate/Transfer,
including an estimated market value of the shares,
Eligible Dividends, Ordinary Dividends, an Appreciation
Rate for the share value, and Net Operating Income.
The effect of owning shares is intended to be a rough
estimate only.
To properly model private company shares and debt,
use CorpWorks and link its output to TrustWorks.

Partnership / JV Interests
TrustWorks models unlimited interests in partnerships
and JVs that have been created in CorpWorks.
To link a partnership or JV in CorpWorks to a trust in
TrustWorks, you must first import the trust into CorpWorks.
Select any corporation and use the Import from TrustWorks
button on the About page, Shareholders/Key Employees
tab in CorpWorks.
For a partnership, entries include: Ownership and Buy/Sell
(no transfer option). Income earned by a partnership is
distributed to the partners based on their ownership
interest and is properly treated on the T3. The value of
an equity interest is displayed in the Net Worth forecast.
For a JV, income earned is distributed based on the
ownership interest of the asset and is properly treated
on the T3. The value of an equity interest is displayed in
the Net Worth forecast.

Appendix C and D – Insurance Policies and Liabilities
Details for insurance policies and liabilities are described in
the VisionWorks Specifications PDF file, Appendix C and D.

